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Are you a Security Officer looking for a change in your career? 

Due to our continued growth we are now recruiting a Corporate/Events Security Officer to join our team at Allied 

Universal. 

The main responsibility is to provide exceptional customer service to all visitors and staff members, you should be both 

welcoming and representative of the ‘five-star’ feel of the building and the client we are representing. 

As well as providing exceptional customer service and having regular interactions with visitors and staff members, you 

will need to act as an ambassador for the client during events. You will also be required to assist with escorting 

contractors to designated and restricted areas within the building.  

Pay rate: Excellent salary of £11.39 p/h (PAYE) or £12.84 (F4F and payment made through umbrella company). 

Shifts: Earliest start 06:00 & Latest finish 07:00, 8-12 hour shifts, mixture of Days, Nights and weekend shifts. Number of 

hours per week are varied. 

Locations to cover: Canary Wharf, Victoria Embankment, Knightsbridge and Finsbury Dials. 

  What you get:  

 Opportunity to progress into the core team and obtain a full-time shift rotation.  

 Training, Support and Personal Development. 

 Enrolment into the company’s pension scheme and staff discounts on several retail stores, restaurants, travel 

companies, and much more. 

 SIA Badge renewal covered by Allied Universal.  

 Full uniform provided. 

What we want: 

 A valid SIA Badge DS or SG. 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills.  

 Proven experience as Corporate Security; experience in customer service, Hotel Security or relevant role is an 

advantage. 

 Be responsive to the client’s needs and work in partnership with the client and other suppliers to support the 

delivery of the services.  

 Must be pro-active in your duties, be able to work on your own initiative and work with others. 

 Must be able to work under pressure, be able make decisive decisions during incidents and difficult situations. 

 Strong knowledge of site processes and procedures, and aptitude for learning and applying such. 

To apply, please forward a detailed CV and covering letter explaining your suitability for this role 

A.U Recruit is an equal opportunity employer 


